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Pressbox (Press Release) - London, 21 march 2014: Over the past five years, the
company, Backbone Connect, has been serving clients efficiently and generating
enough revenue to be on the list of Deloitte Fast 50 list.
Backbone connect provides services to public and private companies regarding
technology such as software, computers and much more. The allocation of Backbone
Connect is in London being the most flexible by providing the connectivity anywhere.
At the 16th year of Deloitte listing the rankings of 50 businesses, Backbone Connect
got the award for its achievement as it made its place in the list. It is a very happy
moment for all the team of Backbone Connect.
The marketing director of Backbone Connect states that:
“It is a proud moment for us to achieve this award like a feather in a cap and we believe
it is our customers that helped us grow this far”.
The team of Backbone Connect promises to provide highly standardized service to the
clients, which can satisfy them. The positive attitude of the workers has made this
happen and the company achieved this award. The marketing director also states that:
“The award shows that we are on the right path and will continue to walk on this path
for more achievements.”
Focus is important for the company and it strives to do that for its clients. Backbone
Connect offered clients such as Skye Cloud, Bright Talk, OLM Group, Food Network
UK and Cabrini the services of Colorations, WAN, and Internet. As technology will
grow, Backbone Connect will update its information for its clients to provide them with
the best service. Changes in technology will enhance new strategic plans for
Backbone Connect as well through a technically experienced team. The ceremony of
Deloitte was set up at The Montcalm hotel, Marble Arch in UK.
Backbone Connect offers the services for data Centre, cloud solutions, network, and
internet. Backbone Connect also provides the fiber internet to its client to make it
convenient for them.
The success of Backbone Connect has motivated the team to perform better in future
as well. The efforts over the past years have paid off, and the company will give
customers excellent performance in the coming years. The 10th listing will push the
company to reach to the top 5 by following the same right path.for more infor mation
visit ourweb site:-http://www.backboneconnect.co.uk
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